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Last spring, Google announced that it would not partner with the Department of Defense’s “Project Maven,” 
which sought to harness the power of artificial intelligence (AI) to improve intelligence collection and 
targeting. Google’s corporate culture, which one employee characterized as “don’t be evil,” attracted a 
number of employees who were opposed to any arrangement where their research would be applied to 
military and surveillance applications. As a result, Google had to choose between keeping these talented and 
skilled employees and losing potentially hundreds of millions of dollars in defense contracts. Google chose 
the former.1 In fact, a number of AI-related organizations and researchers have signed a “Lethal Autonomous 
Weapons Pledge” that expressly prohibits development of machines that can decide to take a human life.2

This kind of problem is not going to go away. Setting aside whether the kind of absolute pacifism exhibited 
by Google employees is morally preferable to its alternatives, it is worth taking these concerns seriously. 
Persons who enjoy the security a state provides are well within their rights to make personal commitments 
to avoiding violence of any kind. As Stanley Hauerwas puts it, only a complete commitment to non-
violence, even if not entirely philosophically consistent, is often the only way to convince a society not just 
to consider, but privilege, non-violent approaches to conflict resolution over violent ones.3

Another way, however, of understanding the Google employees’ objection is not that all military research 
is evil, but that development and use of AI weapon systems are mala en se, which means their use, in any 
context, constitutes a moral wrong. If true, then such weapons would fall into the same category as chemical 
and biological weapons, whose use is banned by international law. If these weapons do fit into that category 
then the U.S. government’s only morally appropriate response would be to work to establish an international 
ban rather than develop them.

The difficulty here is that no one really knows if these weapons are inherently evil. Objections to their use 
tend to cluster around the themes that such weapons dehumanize warfare and introduce a “responsibility 
gap” that could undermine International Humanitarian Law. Moreover, even if one resolved these concerns, 
the application of such systems risks moral hazards associated with lowering the threshold to war, 
desensitizing soldiers to violence, and incentivizing a misguided trust in the machine that abdicates human 
responsibility. At the same time, however, proponents of such systems correctly point out that they are not 
only typically more precise than their human counterparts, they do not suffer from emotions such as anger, 
revenge, frustration, and others that give rise to war crimes.

Meanwhile, as the debate rages, adversaries of the United States who do not have these ethical concerns 
continue with their development. China, for example, has vowed to be the leader in AI by 2030.4 No one 
should have any illusions that they will use this dominance for military as well as civilian purposes. So to 
maintain parity, if not advantage, the Department of Defense (DoD) has little choice but to proceed with 
development and employment of artificially intelligent systems. As it does so, ethical concerns will continue 
to arise, potentially excluding important expertise for their development. To include this expertise, the DoD 
needs to confront these ethical concerns upfront.
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Part of the problem in addressing these concerns is that the technologies in question are “disruptive” in 
ways that more conventional technologies are not. The term “disruptive technology” typically applies 
to technologies that not only replace older ones but in doing so change how actors in any particular 
environment compete.5 In this sense, these technologies change the “rules” that guide competitive 
behavior. For example, the development of the internet changed how people obtained news and 
information, forcing the closure of more traditional media, which struggled to find ways to generate 
revenue under these new conditions.

Changing the rules guiding competition, however, does not mean it is immediately obvious what the new 
rules are. This point holds true for both the practical norms that determine success as well as the ethical 
ones that ensure the legitimacy of that success. While practical norms will emerge through the application 
of these systems, the ethical norms need to be established beforehand to ensure the application a new 
technology conforms to one’s prior moral commitments. It is this requirement that distinguishes acquiring 
technologies that rely on artificial intelligence from more conventional weapons. Next generation tanks, 
artillery, and aircraft, for example, not only have a technological and industrial base sufficient to keep up, 
if not surpass, adversaries, the rules associated with their use are, for the most part, well-understood. For 
example, norms prohibiting harms to noncombatants drive efforts to make these weapons more precise. That 
is not the case with the technologies under consideration here.

It is, of course, impossible to fully address the concerns of a committed pacifist when developing lethal 
systems. However, one can take on the question regarding whether military AI-systems are mala en se as 
well as determine measures for the moral hazards this new technology may present.

For the purposes of this discussion, the term AI-systems will refer to military AI-systems that may be 
involved in “life-and-death” decisions. These systems include both lethal autonomous weapons systems 
(LAWS) that can select and engage targets without human intervention and decision support systems (DSS) 
that facilitate complex decision-making processes, such as operational and logistics planning. After a brief 
discussion of military applications of AI, I will take on the question whether these systems are mala en se 
and argue that the objections described above are insufficient to establish that they are inherently evil. Still, 
this is new and disruptive technology that gives rise to moral hazards that are unique to its employment. 
I will take up that concern and discuss measures DoD can take to mitigate these hazards so that the 
employment of these systems conforms to our moral commitments.

Military Applications of Artificial Intelligence

Military applications of artificial intelligence pose ethical challenges because, whatever the activity these 
systems partake in, the nature of warfare entails they will almost certainly play some role in making 
decisions that will affect the lives and well-being of humans.6 Examples include the Phalanx ship-board 
air defense system, which performs functions associated with searching, detecting, evaluating, tracking, 
engaging, and destroying targets7 or the Course of Action Display and Evaluation Tool, which produces 
detailed, actionable battle plans significantly faster than humans.8

While these are both simple examples of autonomous systems, the technology will continue to develop in 
both complexity and capability. As it does so, humans will likely become more dependent on these machines 
for making such life-and-death decisions. When they do so, humans will start to cede responsibility for 
those decisions in a way that can make accountability for failure impossible. Life-and-death decisions, 
precisely because they affect the well-being of other persons, are moral decisions. Thus, to maintain moral 
accountability, they should be made by moral agents capable of assuming responsibility for any failures. 
Otherwise, one risks setting conditions for war crimes or other moral failures for which no one is at fault.
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Of course, different systems pose different concerns. The Phalanx system is more automated than 
autonomous and typically functions in environments where the likelihood of collateral harm is low. Armed 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles such as the MQ-1 Predator or the more advanced MQ-9 Reaper are probably the 
best known examples of LAWs; however, these systems are not autonomous in the relevant sense. While 
they can stay aloft far beyond the scope of human endurance, the cognitive load on the humans who operate 
it from the ground is not much different than if they were on board. Humans still pilot the aircraft and 
operate the on-board sensors.9

Systems that raise even greater concerns would be the so far fictitious drone swarms portrayed in the anti-
autonomous weapons video, Slaughterbots, where miniature drones are able to discriminate among human 
targets based on age, sex, fitness, uniform, and ethnicity. As a result, they are capable of hyper-precision, 
which arguably is a moral good: the ability to perfectly discriminate between legitimate and illegitimate 
targets is a moral as much as it is a practical pursuit and should be part of any weapon acquisition program. 
Many innocent lives would have been saved, for example, if the U.S. military could have deployed a swarm 
of drones into Mosul that would only attack persons who fit the profile of a Daesh member. In the film clip, 
however, the weapons fall into the wrong hands and are used by terrorists to assassinate individuals ranging 
from specific members of the U.S. congress to ideologically opposed political activists.10 While the scenario 
is fictitious, swarm and sensor technology is not.11

While the threat in the video is certainly overstated,12 it does portray the central moral concern driving 
opposition to the employment of autonomous weapons. Setting aside the possibility that terrorists will 
acquire such systems, which is a concern for any technology, the idea that we can deploy machines that can, 
on their own, discriminate between intended and unintended targets without further input from a human, is, 
or at least should be, concerning.

Mala En Se: Autonomous Systems and the Morality of War

It may not seem obvious at first why ceding some autonomy regarding life-and-death decisions should raise 
concerns. AI technology not only has the potential to decrease risk to combatants, but non-combatants as 
well. The result could be a less lethal form of warfare that allows for better conformity to the law of war and 
less killing overall. If that is the case, what does it matter if violations that do occur go unpunished? This 
point is, in fact, a main objection of proponents of AI-systems. If the employment of such systems entails 
more good than harm, it makes sense to put up with the harm. The difficulty with that response is that it 
reduces moral judgment to utilitarian concerns where the ends justify the means. Since the ends do not, in 
fact, always justify the means, this objection is insufficient to resolve the moral concerns associated with the 
employment of AI-systems.13

The War Convention

To answer that question and determine if such systems are mala en se, one must first account for the evil 
such systems will commit. Most discussions of ethics in war begin with Just War Theory as well the legal 
norms of International Humanitarian Law to which it gave rise. However, as Michael Walzer observes, the 
law does not exhaust the convention. Rather, he argues that the practice of war is accompanied by moral 
argument regarding specific acts of war and over time has resulted in a complex set of “norms, customs, 
professional codes, religious and philosophical principles, and reciprocal arrangements that shape our 
judgments of military conduct.” He refers to that complex set as “the war convention.”14

However, the War Convention, as Walzer conceives it, primarily governs relationships between enemies. In 
this context, norms associated with necessity, discrimination, proportionality, and avoidance of unnecessary 
suffering govern the use of force and any system the military employs should conform to them.15 For 
example, any weapon that causes suffering or harm that is unnecessary to defeating the enemy, such as 
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bullets poisoned to create infections that linger after the wounded soldier has been taken off the battlefield, 
would be impermissible.16 Similarly, weapons that are insufficiently discriminate or proportionate, such as 
biological weapons, are also banned.

Walzer’s conception of the war convention says very little regarding obligations civilian leaders and 
military commanders have to their own troops. That is not to say those norms do not exist. Professional 
codes, as well as the leadership curriculum in every level of military education, specify the duties leaders 
have to those they lead. Space does not exist to fully articulate what those obligations are; however, Walzer 
recognizes that military commanders are expected to do what is necessary to achieve legitimate military 
objectives with the least cost in friendly lives and resources, while upholding International Humanitarian 
Law.17 To the extent deployment of AI systems impact commanders’ ability to fulfill those obligations, then 
those obligations should count as norms of warfighting as well and assimilated into the war convention. This 
broader notion of the war convention, which includes obligations to friends and enemies, will apply to rest 
of this discussion. What I will discuss next is what happens when autonomous systems share some of the 
responsibility of warfighting.

Responsibility Gap

Advocates of AI-systems often make the point that these system’s capabilities enable better ethical behavior 
than human beings, especially in combat. Ronald G. Arkin, in his book Governing Lethal Behavior in 
Autonomous Robots, argues that not only do such systems often have greater situational awareness, they are 
also not motivated by self-preservation, fear, anger, revenge, or misplaced loyalty suggesting that they will 
be less likely to violate the war convention than their human counterparts.18 Improving ethical outcomes, 
however, is only part of the problem. While machines may perform ethically better—in certain conditions at 
least—than humans, they still make mistakes. Separately, depending on the complexity of the system, it may 
not always be possible to tell why it behaved the way it did.

For example, in June 2007, the first three “Talon” Special Weapons Observation Reconnaissance Detection 
Systems, which are remotely controlled robots that can aim at targets automatically, were deployed to Iraq 
but reportedly never used because their guns moved when they should not have.19 In October 2007, a semi-
autonomous robotic cannon employed by the South African military killed nine soldiers and wounded 14 
others, though no one is certain whether it was a hardware or software malfunction.20 As Paul Scharre and 
Michael Horowitz observe, at least some of the information AI systems use to determine their responses is 
often encoded in the strength of connections of their neural networks and not as code that human operators 
can analyze. As a result, machine thinking can be something of a “black box.”21

So, even if one is able to design machines that can function ethically in battle, they can still make mistakes. 
Moreover, those mistakes may occur even when the machine is operating properly. Whom, then, should be 
held responsible for such mistakes? The soldier who operated the machine, the manufacturer who designed 
the machine, or the acquisition officer who set the system requirements?

Wendell Wallach and Colin Allen in their book, Moral Machines, Teaching Robots Right from Wrong, 
echo this concern. As they point out, “As either the environment becomes more complex or the internal 
processing of the computational system requires the management of a wide array of variables, the 
designers and engineers who built the system may no longer be able to predict the many circumstances 
the system will encounter or the manner in which it will process new information.”22 If it is not possible to 
fully account for machine behavior in terms of decisions by human beings, then it is possible to have an 
ethical violation for which no one is responsible. Thus the inability to fully account for machine behavior 
introduces a “responsibility gap,” which threatens to undermine the application of the war convention and 
dehumanize warfighting.23
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This concern applies to DSS as much as it does LAWs. The more commanders rely on and come to trust the 
output of DSS, the more difficult it can be to question that output. Eventually, DSS’s could come to exert 
more control over the decision-making process and thus increase the responsibility gap beyond what is 
morally acceptable.24

In Iraq, for example, some units employed a DSS to select the safest route for convoys to travel. It made 
this recommendation based on attack and other incident data it received. In one instance, the machine 
recommended a route in which a convoy suffered an attack where U.S. soldiers’ lives were lost. As it turned 
out, the recommended route had previously been categorized as one of the most dangerous routes in the area 
of operations. Because it was one of the more dangerous routes, convoys quit travelling on it so over time it 
appeared from the perspective of the DSS as one of the safer routes since there had not been any recorded 
attacks.25 The question then is, who or what is responsible for choosing the riskier route: the machine or the 
human who approved the route based on the machine’s input? This is, of course, a simple example from a 
very rudimentary DSS. The point here is as machines get more complex, determining how to trust the 
information they provide will be increasingly problematic.

To the extent AI-systems cannot be morally responsible for the harms they cause, Hin-Yan Liu views the 
application of these systems as the moral equivalent of employing child soldiers who are also not morally 
responsible for the harms they commit. In this case, Liu is specifically addressing LAWS though the same 
concerns could apply to DSS. Rather, he argues, since international law criminalizes the introduction of 
children on the battlefield, regardless of how they behave, the crime for those who employ them is not 
simply that they are victimizing children, but that they are also introducing “irresponsible entities” on the 
battlefield. Since AI-systems are also “irresponsible” in the relevant sense, they too should be banned and 
those who do introduce them subject to criminal penalty.26

Since AI-systems cannot be coerced this objection does not seem to apply to them. That point shifts the 
focus of concern onto AI-system behavior. In this context, it is worth asking, if children did not enjoy this 
special status, would their behavior then matter? The answer is arguably yes. Moreover, if children turned 
out to be more humane than adults, would that be a reason to employ them in place of adults? Assuming 
children have no special rights, again, the answer is arguably yes. The point here, obviously, is not that 
children should be recruited as soldiers. Forcing children to fight is exploitive. However, the fact that AI-
systems are not coerced and often more humane than human counterparts suggest the analogy to child 
soldiers is inadequate to justify a ban on AI-systems. If the use of AI-systems diminishes the overall horrors 
of war, it makes sense to tolerate the reduced number of violations they commit.

This last point, however, ignores how norms function in governing human behavior. Norms, whatever form 
they come in, moral, legal, or practical, are the means by which we communicate to others what we hold 
them, and ourselves, accountable. However, when norms are not upheld, they die.27 Consider a work-place 
environment where there is a norm, for example, to show up on time. If workers instead habitually show 
up late and are not held accountable, then they will likely continue to do so and others are likely to follow. 
Eventually, the norm to show up on time will cease to be a norm.

The employment of AI-systems risks the same fate to International Humanitarian Law. The fact that 
LAWS and DSS can absolve humans of accountability for at least some violations will establish an 
incentive to employ the machines more often and find ways to blame them when something goes wrong, 
even when a human is actually responsible. It is not hard to imagine that over time there would be 
sufficient unaccountable violations that the rules themselves are rarely applied, even to humans. This 
point suggests that it will be insufficient to defend the use of AI-systems simply because they can be 
necessary, proportionate, discriminate, and avoid unnecessary suffering if their use threatens to undermine 
the rules themselves.28
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Banning AI systems for this reason, however, raises its own concerns. As Geoffrey S. Corn argues, while 
humanitarian constraints on the conduct of war are a “noble goal,” they do not exhaust the war convention, 
which permits states to defend themselves and others from aggression. As he states, “when these 
constraints are perceived as prohibiting operationally or tactically logical methods or means of warfare, 
it creates risk that the profession of arms—the very constituents who must embrace the law—will see it 
as a fiction at best or, at worst, that will feign commitment to the law while pursuing sub rosa agendas to 
sidestep obligations.”29

Of course, the concern here is not simply that soldiers will sidestep legal or moral obligations because 
upholding them represents excessive risk. The fact that humans are motivated by self-preservation to do 
so only underscores the positive ethical role AI-systems can play. There are, however, deeper obligations 
at play here. States not only have an obligation to defend their citizens, they have an obligation to ensure 
that those citizens who come to that defense have every advantage to do so successfully at the least risk 
possible.30 Thus any ban on LAWS or DSS, to the extent it limits chances for success or puts soldiers at 
greater risk, represents its own kind of moral failure.

This point, however, is insufficient to fully establish the permissibility of AI-systems. It is not enough to 
point out that AI-systems can lead to better ethical outcomes without fully accounting for the unethical ones. 
It may be permissible to accept some ethical “risk” regarding human incentives as these can be compensated 
for by additional rules and oversight. When those are inadequate, as I will discuss later, there are still other 
ways to address the responsibility gap given any particular human-machine relationship. This point suggests 
that where humans can establish sufficient control over these systems to be responsible for their behavior, 
their use would be permissible. The difficulty with this approach, however, is that such control usually 
comes at the expense of using this technology to its full capability. I will take up closing this “capability 
gap” later. The point here is that the responsibility gap—while real—is insufficient to establish AI-systems 
as mala en se.

Dehumanizing War and Respect for Persons

Another major critique of AI-systems is that they will dehumanize warfighting. On the surface this seems 
like an odd case to make. War may be a human activity, but rarely does it feel to those involved as a 
particularly humane activity, often bringing out the worst in humans more often than it brings out the best. If 
LAWS and DSS can shed some of the cruelty and pain war inevitably brings then it is reasonable to question 
whether dehumanizing war is really a bad thing. As Scharre notes, the complaint that respecting human 
dignity requires that only humans make decisions about killing “is an unusual, almost bizarre critique of 
autonomous weapons” and adds, “[t]here is no legal, ethical, or historical tradition of combatants affording 
their enemies the right to die a dignified death in war.”31

Scharre is correct that AI-systems do not represent a fundamentally different way for enemy soldiers and 
civilians to die than those human soldiers are permitted to employ. The concern here, however, is not that 
death or bad planning by robot represents a more horrible outcome than when a human pulls the trigger 
or publishes an operations order. Rather it has to do with the nature of morality itself and the central role 
respect, where respect is understood in the Kantian sense as something moral agents owe each other, plays 
in forming our moral judgments.

Drawing on Kant, Robert Sparrow argues that respect for persons entails that even in war, one must 
acknowledge the personhood of those one interacts with, including the enemy. Acknowledging that 
personhood requires that whatever one does to another, it is done intentionally with the knowledge that 
whatever the act is, it is affecting another person.32 Actors must see affected persons as subjects of that 
action and affected persons must see themselves as the object of that act is to be subject to moral judgment. 
The point here is that moral acts arise in the interaction of moral agents and that interaction requires an 
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interpersonal relationship.33 That relationship does not require communication or even the awareness by one 
actor that he or she may be acted upon by another. It just requires that the reasons actors give for any act 
that affects another human being take into account the respect owed that particular human being. To make 
life-and-death decisions absent that relationship subjects human beings to an impersonal and pre-determined 
process and subjecting human beings to such a process is disrespectful of their status as human beings.

Thus a concern arises when non-moral agents impose moral consequences on moral agents. Consider, for 
example, an artificially intelligent legal process that imposes penalties on human violators. It is certainly 
conceivable that engineers could design a machine that could take into account a large quantity and variety 
of data and analyze it relative to a certain law or other legal standard. The difficulty with the judgment it 
renders, however, is its impersonal, pre-determined nature.34 Absent an interpersonal relationship between 
judge and defendant, defendants have little ability to appeal to judges who may be able to get beyond the 
letter of the law and decide in their favor. In fact, the European Union has enshrined the right of persons 
not to be subject to decisions based solely on automated data processing. In the United States, a number of 
states limit the applicability to computer-generated decisions and typically ensure an appeals process where 
a human makes any final decisions.35

This ability to interact with other moral agents is thus central to treating others morally. Being in an 
interpersonal relationship allows all sides to give and take reasons regarding how they are to be treated 
by the other and to take up relevant factors that they may not have considered before-hand.36 In fact, what 
might distinguish machine judgments from human ones is the human ability to establish what is relevant as 
part of the judicial process rather than before-hand. That ability is, in fact, what creates space for sentiments 
such as mercy and compassion to arise. This point is why only persons—so far at least—can show respect 
for other persons.

So if it seems wrong to subject persons to legal penalties based on machine judgment, it seems even more 
wrong to subject them to life-and-death decisions based on machine judgment. A machine might be able to 
enforce the law, but it is less clear if it can provide justice. Sparrow further observes that what distinguishes 
murder from justified killing cannot be expressed by a “set of rules that distinguish murder from other 
forms of killing, but only by its place within a wider network of moral and emotional responses.”37 Rather, 
combatants must “acknowledge the morally relevant features” that render another person a legitimate target 
for killing. In doing so, they must also grant the possibility that the other person may have the right not to be 
attacked by virtue of their noncombatant status or other morally relevant feature.38

The concern here is not whether using robots obscures moral responsibility; rather the concern here is 
that the employment of AI-systems obscures the good humans can do, even in war. Because humans can 
experience mercy and compassion they can choose not to kill, even when, all things being equal, it may be 
permissible. To illustrate this important point, at the end of Slaughterbots, some unknown actor releases a 
swarm of slaughterbots into a crowded classroom. As one of the bots moves towards a young student, whom 
the viewer knows engaged in a minor act of protest earlier, he begs for his life. The bot, of course, kills 
him. A human, who can take more into account than the limited targeting criteria of the bot may have been 
moved by his youth and pleas and chosen not to kill him.

The fact that AI-driven systems cannot have the kind interpersonal relationships necessary for moral 
behavior accounts, in part, for much of the opposition to their use.39 If it is wrong to treat persons as mere 
means, then it seems wrong to have a “mere means” be in a position to decide how to treat persons. One 
problem with this line of argument, which Sparrow recognizes, is that not all employment of autonomous 
systems breaks the relevant interpersonal relationship. To the extent humans still make the decision to kill or 
act on the output of a DSS, they maintain respect for the persons affected by those decisions.
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However, even with semi-autonomous weapons, some decision-making is taken on by the machine, 
mediating, if not breaking, the interpersonal relationship. Here Scharre’s point is somewhat relevant. 
Morality may demand an interpersonal relationship between killer and killed but as a matter of practice, few 
persons in those roles directly encounter the other. An ISIS fighter would have no idea whether the bomb 
that struck him was the result of a human or machine process; therefore, it does not seem to matter much 
which one it was. A problem remains, however, regarding harms to noncombatants. While, as a practical 
matter, they have no more experience of an interpersonal relationship than a combatant in most cases, it still 
seems wrong to subject decisions about their lives and deaths to a lethal AI-system just as it would seem 
wrong to subject decisions about ones liberty to a legal AI-system. Moreover, as the legal analogy suggests, 
it seems wrong even if the machine judgment were the correct one.

This legal analogy, of course, has its limits. States do not have the same obligations to enemy civilians 
that they do towards their own. States may be obligated to ensure justice for their citizens and not be so 
obligated to citizens of other states. There is a difference, however, between promoting justice and avoiding 
injustice. States may not be obligated to ensure the justice of another state; however, they must still avoid 
acting unjustly toward that other state’s citizens. In the context of warfighting, it is a generally held principle 
that one should not put enemy noncombatant civilians at any greater risk than one would one’s own. So if 
states would not employ autonomous weapons on their own territory, then they should not employ them in 
enemy territory.40

What matters here, however, is context. States may choose not to apply LAWS in their own territory in 
conditions of peace; however, the technology could get to the point where they would employ such systems 
under conditions of war precisely because they are less lethal. If that were to be the case, then the concern 
regarding the inherent injustice of AI-driven systems could be resolved. So, this concern, while important, is 
not sufficient to justify a ban on autonomous weapons, as many writers suggest.41

Of course, the fact that such systems can be used in ways that satisfy the responsibility and respect 
requirements, does not entail that they will be. Thus there is much more to say about the conditions such 
systems may be employed as well as how to ensure human sentiments such as compassion and mercy are 
fully accounted for on the battlefield. To address these concerns, I will next discuss the kinds of moral 
hazards to which these systems give rise.

Moral Hazard and AI-Systems

While the use of AI-systems may not be inherently evil, the dual concerns of responsibility and 
dehumanization suggest their use will give rise to a number of moral hazards that need to be addressed 
if states are to ethically use these systems to their full capability. Moral hazards arise when one person 
assumes greater risk because they know some other person will bear the burden of that risk.42 Given the 
reduction in risk—both for political leaders who decide to use force as well as the combatants who employ 
it—the employment of AI-systems will establish an incentive structure to ignore the moral risks described 
above. AI-systems may not be mala en se; however, that point does not entail they cannot or will not be used 
in an evil manner. To address this concern, we need to have a better account of how moral autonomy relates 
to machine autonomy and how humans, who have moral autonomy, can relate to machines.

Autonomy and Moral Agency

To mitigate the hazards of unaccountable moral failure and dehumanizing war, which are essentially two 
sides to the same coin, one either has to ensure a human makes life-and-death decisions or that machines 
develop the capability to act as an “autonomous moral agents.” Both give rise to moral concerns unique to 
AI-systems. Keeping a human in the loop often means that one cannot take full advantage of the capabilities 
of LAWS and DSS systems. When that decision is to fire at a rapidly approaching missile, any delay 
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can make the difference between life and death. Additionally, employing such systems risk desensitizing 
soldiers, lowering the threshold for violence, and a bias favoring machine judgments over human ones.

To understand the difficulty in resolving these concerns it will help to understand what it would take to make 
an AI-system what Wendell Wallach and Colin Allen call “autonomous moral agents.” They argue in their 
book, Moral Machines: Teaching Robots Right from Wrong, that moral agents require the ability to “monitor 
and regulate their behavior in light of the harms their actions may cause or the duties they may neglect.”43 
Moreover, they further require the ability to “detect the possibility of harm or neglect of duty” as well as 
take steps to minimize or avoid any undesirable outcomes.44 There are two routes to achieving this level of 
agency. First, is for designers and programmers to anticipate all possible courses of action and determine 
rules that result in desired outcomes in the situations the autonomous system will be employed. Second, is to 
build “learning” systems that can gather information, attempt to predict consequences of its actions based on 
that information, and determine an appropriate response.45

The former requires either a great deal of knowledge on the part of the programmer or a very limited 
application for the machine. It would be, of course, daunting—though not conceptually impossible, for a 
programmer to describe and then encode the different situations one may find in combat. However, what 
makes this approach especially difficult are the related problems of ascription and isotropy.

Ascription refers to the difficulties associated with inferring other persons’ intent from their actions and 
isotropy refers to determining what elements of the environment or background knowledge are relevant to 
that ascription. Consider, for example, a group of soldiers who burst into a room looking for an insurgent 
and see a couple of young children wearing a knives and running in their direction. On what basis do 
they consider the children a threat? If the operation were conducted in a Sikh village, these soldiers might 
know that Sikhs often wear a traditional dagger, which is a religious symbol and never used as a weapon. 
Moreover, they might be able to discern from the way the children were running and other relevant 
environmental cues that children were, in fact, at play, and not to be taken as a threat.46

To program that capability in a robot would be a daunting, perhaps impossible, challenge. Ascribing mental 
states to others requires humans to see in others the beliefs, desires, hopes, fears, intentions, and so on, that 
they see in themselves. As Marcello Guarini and Paul Bello observe, the relevant information associated 
with such ascriptions is extensive and include such diverse things as “[f]acial expressions, gaze orientation, 
body language, attire, information about the agents movement through an environment, information about 
the agent’s sensory apparatus, information about the agents background beliefs, desires, hopes, fears, and 
other mental states.”47

This difficulty is frequently referred to as the frame problem. Human knowledge about the world is holistic 
where changes in one bit of knowledge can affect others. For example, learning that one is out of milk may 
require one to schedule a grocery shopping trip, which in turn might cause on to reschedule a meeting as 
well as determine to buy more milk than one had previously. While humans do this easily, computational 
AI-systems must go through all of its stored information to test how running out of milk affects it.48

Even when an AI-system can reasonably handle sorting through alternatives, their output—whether it is 
behavior or a course of action—lacks intention, an important component to moral analysis. In his famous 
“Chinese Room” thought experiment, philosopher John Searle described a man who sits in a room. His 
job is to take input, in the form of Chinese characters, and then consult a rule book that tells him what the 
output should be. He then takes the appropriate characters and provides them to whomever is outside the 
room. He does not understand the meaning of the characters, only how they relate to the rules. Thus, given a 
sufficiently complex rule book, he conceptually can mimic a fluent Chinese speaker without understanding 
anything being said.49 Moreover, while he may be causally responsible for the output, since he does not 
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understand it, he cannot be said to intend its content. If he does not intend the content of the response, it can 
further be concluded that he is indifferent to it.

The point here is that one thing at least that differentiates humans from machines is that humans, in the 
words of AI theorist John Haugeland, “give a damn.” He argues that understanding language depends not 
only on caring about one’s self, but also the world in which one lives.50 The human in the Chinese room may 
care (or at least can care) that he gets the rules right, but the machine itself does not have the capacity to care 
what the output actually means. There is a difference between something being manipulated according to a 
set of rules and someone acting, on one’s volition, according to rules.51 The output of the Chinese Room is 
clearly an example of the former.

At this point it is worth considering what structurally differentiates machines from humans. As Philosopher 
Harry Frankfurt puts it, what separates humans—or at least human agency—from that of animals is the 
ability to form effective second-order desires regarding first-order desires.52 For example, as a matter of their 
physiology, both humans and animals will experience a desire for food. Only humans, however, can form a 
second-order desire regarding whether they want to desire food. Persons who are on a diet because they care 
about their weight, for instance, may not be able to choose whether they desire food, but they can choose 
whether they want to desire food. Moreover, they can choose which desire to act on, the first-order desire for 
food or the second-order desire not to eat.

To the extent the second-order desire is effective, they can be said to exercise their will in a way that is 
uniquely human. As Frankfurt says it, “a person that [sic] enjoys freedom of the will means … that he is free 
to want what he wants to want.” Put another way, it means persons are free to have the will they want and 
are not bound by particular instincts or programming in how they respond to situations in which they find 
themselves.53 It is this structure of the will that allows persons to set their own goals and direct their actions 
towards those goals in ways which they can be held morally responsible. This is what it means to be an 
autonomous agent in a way in which one can be held morally responsible for one’s actions.

This concept of autonomy is, of course, different than that associated with autonomous systems. What 
makes an AI-system autonomous is that it is “self-directed towards a goal” and able to make decisions 
about how to achieve that goal without external interference.54 As DoD Directive 3000.09 (Autonomy in 
Weapon Systems) defines it, a LAW is “a weapon system that, once activated, can select and engage targets 
without further intervention by a human operator.”55 What it cannot do—yet at least—is make decisions 
about the desirability of that goal. If it cannot do that, then, as described above, it cannot be considered 
morally autonomous in the human sense. It could be said that we will know when we have achieved true 
robot autonomy not when it perfectly and ethically employs lethal force; rather, we will know it when it 
refuses to use that force because, perhaps based on humanitarian grounds, it rejects the purpose for which it 
was designed.

There are, of course, different approaches to AI that do not operate according to a strict computational 
approach. Connectionist approaches, like Artificial Neural Networks or Parallel Distribution Processing, rely 
on networks of “neural like” processing units, similar to the way the human brain works. Machines based 
on this technology can learn from examples they encounter and determine responses without additional 
programming. While these systems seem more capable than symbolic ones at certain tasks, there are things 
symbolic ones can do better, such as handle sequential, complex tasks. The future of the technology will 
likely employ hybrid strategies to increase machine intelligence.56 To the extent future technologies rely on 
such models, these concerns will endure.

Currently, however, AI-systems lack the ability to take into context or adapt to new situations outside their 
design parameters. What this limitation means is that while AI-systems may be able to accurately identify 
human faces, emotions and body movements, they cannot determine a plausible story explaining a person’s 
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behavior. Without that capability, one will not likely be able to ascribe intent or motivation to a person’s 
actions, which is typically necessary to determining if that person is a threat.57 Moreover, even if a machine-
learning process could improve the machine’s ability in this regard, doing so would require interacting with 
the environment and in doing so these machines would be bound to make mistakes.58 When those mistakes 
entail harm to human life, it is reasonable to ask where the responsibility lies, with the machine or the 
humans who employed it?

It is this capacity for self-direction that gives rise to moral concern. If the goal involves killing a human 
being, or in the case of DSS’s, potentially placing soldiers at risk, then decisions associated with achieving 
those goals are inherently moral. As discussed above, it seems axiomatic then that moral decisions should be 
taken by moral agents. As Christopher Heyns asks the question, “is it right for machines to have the power 
of life and death over humans or the ability to inflict serious injury?”59 The answer, as discussed previously, 
is no. Accountability requires that moral acts are committed by moral agents.

Moral Responsibility and Meaningful Human Control

However, there is space short of full moral agency to address these concerns. As Wallach and Allen argue, 
machines can exhibit operational and functional morality. Operational morality means humans design 
the machine in a way that reflects a moral norm. For example, placing a safety device on a rifle reflects a 
concern for individual well-being. Functional morality means the machine has the ability to assess morally 
significant aspects of how they operate. Moreover, machines do not have to be artificially intelligent to 
have this capability. For example, autopilots take passenger comfort into account when they make course 
corrections and limit the kinds of maneuvers they can make, not because these maneuvers might prevent the 
plane from reaching its destination, but because the designer cared about passenger comfort.60

In this way moral agents can impart moral values into the function of the machine. Doing so will not 
make the machine moral, but it is a step toward ensuring that the machine “behaves” in a moral fashion as 
well as closing the responsibility gap autonomous machines introduce. Moreover, the fact that designers 
and manufacturers can take into account operational and functional morality of the machine entails that 
they should.

Paying attention to the demands of operational and functional morality may not get you an autonomous 
moral agent, but it can set conditions for trust. Even “dumb” machines can be causally responsible for harms 
through no fault of the human operator. For example, a bullet fired at a legitimate target can ricochet and kill 
an innocent person. However, that does not mean that we cannot trust machines to function reliably enough 
within a certain context that their use is morally permissible. As Wallach and Allen point out, all technology 
fits on the dual spectrums of autonomy and ethical sensitivity. Some tools, like a hammer, have neither. The 
rifle has no autonomy but can have some ethical sensitivity reflected in its design. The autopilot has more of 
both autonomy and ethical sensitivity.61 Within their respective functions, moral agents trust them to operate 
in accordance with norms for which moral agents may be held accountable. That trust does not mean there 
will not be accidents, but even then we typically understand the relationship between the actions of the 
moral agent and the system to know where accountability lies.

However, as noted above, that often may not be possible with artificially intelligent systems. So the question 
is, can one develop AI-systems to the point they have sufficient ethical sensitivity that moral agents can 
trust them to operate in ways those same moral agents can be held accountable. The answer depends on the 
relationship between the moral agent and machine. Before we can discuss the nature of those relationships, 
we need first to establish a standard of accountability so that we can understand what counts as meaningful 
human control.
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Moral Responsibility

Frankfurt argued that the source of moral responsibility in humans is the ability to form second-order 
desires. When a human acts on that second-order desire, they are morally responsible for the resulting 
behavior. This suggests moral responsibility has two parts: 1) intent as reflected in the second order desire 
and 2) action, which results from the agent making that desire effective. This concept of moral responsibility 
maps well onto the legal standards regarding individual and command responsibility.

Criminal responsibility, in both civil and military contexts rests on an individual’s intent to violate a law 
(mens rea) and his or her act of violating that law (actus reus).62 This is the standard employed by the post-
World War II Nuremburg trials as well as the Rome Statute that governs the International Criminal Court. 
As the Nuremburg trial document states, for an accused to be responsible for a war-crime, “there must 
be a breach of some moral obligation fixed by international law, a personal act voluntarily done with the 
knowledge of its inherent criminality under international law.”63 This criminal responsibility can also extend 
to anyone, such as commanders, who orders the commission of any crime.

It is clear from the previous discussion that an autonomous machine will not likely, in the near future at 
least, be capable of meeting such a standard as it cannot possess the relevant kind of intent. Therefore, 
responsibility for any violation committed by a machine will have to find a human host.

One implication of this point is that it may expand the kinds of persons we hold accountable for specific 
violations. Because soldiers possess the relevant autonomy, responsibility for any violations they commit 
rests, for the most part, with them. Because it rests with them, it makes little sense to charge the recruiters 
who bring them into the military or the drill sergeants who train them. One might, upon investigating, 
determine that there were flaws in the recruiting and training processes that contributed to the crime. 
In that case, it may make sense to hold individuals responsible for those flaws, but not for the specific 
violation itself.

In the case of AI-systems, however, that responsibility is diffused. Since the behavior of the machine has 
been wholly determined in advance by individuals related to its design, manufacture, and employment, it 
makes sense to hold them—to some degree at least—culpable of the actions of the machine.64 The connection 
between their actions and the moral harm is not mediated by another moral agent who can exercise his or her 
own second-order desires and thus choose whether or at least how to respond to their influence.

Thus, more than operators and, in some circumstances at least, commanders, it may make sense to hold 
acquisition officials, programmers, and manufacturers responsible for crimes their machines commit as well. 
Of course, such responsibility will be limited to what they actually intended as they fulfilled their various 
roles in the acquisition and employment of the system. Just as is the case in every human endeavor, there is 
room for honest mistakes. To the extent one of these persons intended a violation of the war convention or 
other relevant norms or were grossly negligent or indifferent to those norms as they fulfilled their role, they 
can be held responsible not just for malicious intent, negligence, or indifference but for the specific violation 
the machine committed.

This responsibility, of course, has its limits. As noted earlier, AI-systems thinking can be something of a 
“black box,” which could make it difficult to figure out who played what role in any particular harm. As 
Liu notes, as AI programming interacts with other machine systems and those systems interact with the 
operational environment machine behavior will become increasingly difficult to predict, much less account 
for. Moreover, that difficulty is further increased when these machines are employed in swarms. So even if 
individual machines were entirely controllable, when employed in large numbers, predicting and accounting 
for their aggregate behavior will be much more difficult.65 Thus, as Liu points out, violations can arise not 
just from bad intent and negligence, but from everyone doing a “job well done.”66
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This point suggests that while diffusing responsibility will be a necessary feature in any ethic associated 
with the employment of AI-systems, it will not fully close the responsibility gap. It is possible, however, 
to have moral responsibility for outcomes one may not have intended based on the role one plays. 
Role responsibility attaches to an individual by virtue of the position they hold and the functions they 
are supposed to fulfil.67 I have already argued that acquisition officials, designers, programmers, and 
manufacturers may have responsibility for specific violations by virtue of the role they played. However, that 
responsibility depends largely on what they intended or failed to intend relative to the violation in question. 
Commanders, on the other hand, can be held responsible even when they did not have a particular intent.

Of course, commanders are certainly responsible for any crimes they do intend, even if they do not 
commit them themselves; however, our understanding of command responsibility also entails that they 
are also responsible for crimes that they should have prevented, whether they intended them or not. For a 
commander to be held accountable for a war crime he or she neither intended nor committed, two conditions 
must hold: 1) the commander must have knowledge of the crime and 2) have responsibility for those 
perpetrating the crime.68

Regarding the first condition, it does not matter whether a commander did have knowledge of a particular 
crime, but whether he or she should have known. As the Nuremberg trial documents state, “an army 
commander will not ordinarily be permitted to deny knowledge of reports received at his headquarters, 
they being sent there for his special benefit.”69 Moreover, to the extent a commander has responsibility over 
an organization, he or she also takes on an affirmative duty to become cognizant of the actions of his or 
her subordinates. Also as the Nuremberg Trial documents state, “If he (a commander) fails to require and 
obtain complete information, the dereliction of duty rests upon him and he is in no position to plead his own 
dereliction as defense.”70 These points suggest that commanders must, in addition to not ordering illegal or 
immoral acts, must also take steps to ensure they are knowledgeable of their subordinate activities, limit 
unintended harm, and if those fail, take steps to hold violators accountable.71

This kind of command responsibility extends what it means to have meaningful human control. To the 
extent humans are in a position to give the machine instructions, understand the system well-enough that 
they can take steps to ensure it behaves appropriately, and act when it appears the machine has not, then 
humans have meaningful control.

This discussion so far suggests that establishing meaningful human control entails the following conditions: 
1) acquisition officials, designers, programmers, manufacturers, as well as commanders and operators 
must fulfill their roles with the war convention in mind; 2) commanders and operators must not only be 
knowledgeable regarding what the machine is doing, they must be sufficiently knowledgeable regarding 
how the machine works so they better understand how it will interpret and act on instructions as well as 
provide output; 3) to the extent possible commanders and operators must be in position to prevent machine 
violations, either by ensuring they authorize all potentially harmful actions by the machine or that they 
are able to monitor the operations of the machine and prevent them from happening; and 4) systems 
where operator intervention is not possible should only be employed in situations where commanders and 
operators can trust them to perform at least as well as human soldiers.

With this concept of meaningful control in mind, it remains to be discussed how to manage the additional 
moral hazards associated with AI-systems. Obviously, the closer the relationship, the less the responsibility 
gap or dehumanizing warfare are. However, the more dependent humans become on machines, one runs the 
risk of moral violations that humans may be responsible for, but which they are more likely to make.

Meaningful Human Control: Autonomy, Responsibility, and Human-Machine Relationships

Humans interact with autonomous and semi-autonomous machines generally in three ways: “human in 
the loop,” “human on the loop,” and “human off the loop.”72 Here, the “loop” is the “sense-decide-act” 
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operation the machine performs relative to a particular purpose. When humans are in the loop, the machine 
waits for human input after performing a task. When humans are on the loop, the machine can sense, 
decide, and act on its own, but a human monitors the system and can intervene to prevent it from acting in 
an undesirable manner. When humans are off the loop, the machine senses, decides, and acts on its own, 
without human supervision.73 These are, of course, imprecise descriptions of how humans and machines 
interact. Even in a fully automated system, there is a human in the loop somewhere, whether in the design 
of the system, the software, or in decisions regarding employment.74 These machines, after all, are human 
creations. However, for the purposes of this discussion, these categories of interaction are sufficient to 
illuminate a number of moral concerns.

Humans in the Loop

The Predator and Reaper unmanned aerial vehicles described above fit into the first category, where some 
elements of the system such as take-off, landing, and navigation may be automated, however, life-and-death 
decisions are made by humans. Locating moral responsibility for lethal decisions in such systems is not an 
ethical concern since it remains with humans. However, that responsibility may be mediated to the extent 
humans rely on AI-driven assessments, such as those Project Maven seeks to develop, in making those 
decisions.75 Thus, human in the loop systems may not only lower the risk to combatants by distancing them 
from their targets, but they can also distance operators from their decisions to kill or otherwise act on AI-
generated recommendation. This distancing gives rise to concerns regarding the psychological impact on 
operators as well as senior leaders. In the case of the former, it may desensitize them to the killing or other 
harms they do, making them easier to commit. In the case of the latter, such distancing lowers the physical 
and political risk associated with using force, making resorts to violence more likely.

Psychological Effects: Desensitization and Trauma

General William T. Sherman famously observed that “war is hell.” Prefacing that comment he stated “[i]t 
is only those who have neither fired a shot nor heard the shrieks and groans of the wounded who cry aloud 
for blood, more vengeance, more desolation.76” With the advent of remote controlled “human-in-the-loop” 
systems war fighters may fire shots, but they no longer directly experience the associated shrieks and groans. 
In fact, much of the literature on LAWS cites studies by SLA Marshall’s and David Grossman’s observations 
that human soldiers come with a natural reluctance to kill. Marshall observed that only 15-20% of riflemen 
in World War II engaged the enemy and Grossman’s observation that after the Battle of Gettysburg, 90% 
of the muskets recovered were still loaded or loaded with multiple rounds, suggesting soldiers pretended to 
fire.77 These studies, and others like them, attribute—justifiably so—the reasons for this reluctance to shoot 
as fear of being killed and resistance to killing. Our fear of being killed makes us reluctant to take the risks 
necessary to engage the enemy, and even when we do so, an innate natural sympathy to our fellow humans 
can make us reluctant to pull the trigger. Distance plays a role in mitigating both these concerns.

In general, trends in military technology have been to distance soldiers from the killing they do. Crossbows 
allowed killing at greater distances than did swords, rifles farther than crossbows, cannons and artillery 
farther than rifles. What is different about autonomous weapons is that they do not just distance soldiers 
from killing, they can also distance soldiers from the decision to kill. While this is clearly true in fully 
autonomous systems, it can be true for semi-autonomous systems as well. As P.W. Singer notes in Wired 
for War, “By removing warriors completely from risk and fear, unmanned systems create the first complete 
break in the ancient connection that defines warriors and their soldierly values.”78

As Singer goes on to observe, the traditional warrior identity arises from conquering profound existential 
fear, “not the absence of it.”79 The result is a fighting force that is not merely distanced from risk, but 
disconnected from it altogether. As one Air Force lieutenant reportedly said about conducting unmanned air 
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strikes in Iraq, “It’s like a video game. The ability to kill. It’s like … freaking cool.”80 In that case, a human 
was on the loop … imagine how desensitized we might become if we are off the loop altogether.

Of course, since there are few fully autonomous systems available, there is little information on how 
operators and commanders might respond to the killing such machines would do. Having said that, Singer 
offers us, perhaps unintentionally, a cautionary tale. After the fall of Saddam, U.S. forces embarked on 
a manhunt for the regime’s former leaders, including Saddam’s sons Uday and Qusay. When they were 
cornered by U.S. forces in a villa in Mosul where they were hiding, a large fire-fight ensued. Meanwhile, 
hundreds of miles away in Qatar, staff members at the command center gathered around the television 
screens showing the feed from an unmanned aerial vehicle circling the battle. Rather than being horrified at 
the carnage, they were entertained. As Singer notes, “it was like a Super Bowl party in there,” adding that a 
number of participants brought snacks and would cheer when there was a “particularly big explosion.”81

The point here is not to criticize what might be argued was a reasonable response to the demise of some 
particularly horrible people.82 For all Singer, or the author, know, the soldiers on the ground experienced 
equal joy at the sound of large explosions and would have brought snacks had that been allowed.83 Rather 
the point here is to observe that autonomous technologies can set conditions where operators take a casual 
approach to the killing they do. The key word here, of course, is “can.” There are features of human-in-the 
loop operations that can actually increase sensitivity to killing and set conditions for post-traumatic stress 
syndrome or moral injury in its operators. In fact, in 2015 a large number of drone operators quit, some 
citing overwork, others citing the horrors they felt responsible for as reasons.84

As Samuel Issacharoff and Richard Pildes observe, the use of human-in-the-loop LAWS have increased the 
individuation of responsibility for killing and thus bring about a greater sense of responsibility for the killing 
they do.85 One feature that increases sensitivity is the amount of time unmanned aerial vehicle pilots spend 
observing their targets and then watching the effects and after-effects of strikes they initiate. One unmanned 
aerial vehicle operator, Brandon Bryant, reported as a source of emotional stress the fact that after a strike he 
would not only sometimes have to watch his targets die, but also review the aftermath. Recounting one strike 
in Afghanistan, he not only observed the strike but also the bodies and body parts afterward. One particularly 
disturbing image was watching one of the individuals struck. As he recalls, “It took him a long time to die. I 
just watched him. I watched him become the same colour [sic] as the ground he was lying on.”86

This kind of interaction is typically not a feature of conventional strikes. As one unmanned aerial vehicle 
pilot put it, “I doubted whether B-17 and B-20 [sic] pilots and bombardiers of World War II agonized much 
over dropping bombs over Dresden or Berlin as much as I did taking out one measly perp in a car.”87 The 
point here is not that increased use of semi-autonomous and autonomous weapons will bring about greater 
or less sensitivity to killing or greater or less trauma. The point here is that as the character of war changes 
different persons will respond differently. The ethical imperative is that leaders pay attention to those 
changes and take steps to mitigate their ill-effects.

Decreasing the Threshold to War

Lowering risk to soldiers also lowers risk for civilian leadership when it comes to decisions regarding when 
to use such weapons. Of course, this concern is not unique to autonomous systems. Any technology that 
distances soldiers from the violence they do or decreases harm to civilians will lower the political risks 
associated with using that technology. The ethical concern here is to ensure that decreased risk does not 
result in an increase in the number of unjust uses of these weapons.88 Otherwise, the moral advantage gained 
from greater precision will be offset.

As Christian Enemark argues, “Political leaders, having less cause to contemplate the prospect of deaths, 
injuries and grieving families, might accordingly feel less anxious about using force to solve political 
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problems.”89 Like concerns regarding desensitization, concerns regarding lowering the threshold to war may 
be overstated. While arguably the use of unmanned aerial vehicle strikes has expanded over the last decade, 
instances of escalation into wider conflict have not. Even in areas such as Pakistan, Yemen, and Somalia, 
where the United States is not at war, the conflict in question preceded the use of unmanned systems, not the 
other way around. Thus the ethical question is whether, if human-in-the-loop technology were not available, 
would (and should) the United States do something. If the answer is yes, then to the extent the use of force is 
just and the use of LAWS makes the use of force more precise and humane, it is at least permissible. If the 
answer is no, then it is likely that no force would be permissible.

The difficulty in resolving this concern is that, much like the concern regarding desensitization, it pits a 
psychological claim regarding human motivations to employ violence against moral claims associated with 
the permissibility of violence. The answer to one question just is not an answer to the other. So while it 
may be true that lower risks make decisions about using force easier, it is irrelevant to whether such force 
is permissible. Having said that, to the extent the psychological concern is valid, it makes sense to ensure 
decisions to use risk-decreasing weapons are subject to strict oversight to ensure the conditions of justice 
are met as well as any other measures that might mitigate these effects. The absence of this oversight and 
transparency is, in fact, often cited in the literature as a genuine moral concern and has been a longstanding 
criticism of the U.S. unmanned aerial vehicle operations.90 Given this concern, it makes sense to ensure such 
oversight and transparency is in place. In this way one can ensure the human reliance on the machine does 
not set humans up for moral failures they may otherwise not make.

Another concern is that even when LAWS are employed ethically in the service of legitimate U.S. interests, 
their use may drag the United States into local conflicts whose justice may be questionable. Enemark 
notes a debate within the Department of Defense regarding whether such strikes are permitted only against 
high value targets or also permitted against the larger number of low-level militants whose concerns are 
more local. He observes that the narrower set is more defensible as pre-emptive strikes to the extent these 
individuals are actively plotting against the United States and the lower-level militants who are motivated to 
fight for local concerns. As he states, “The narrow view is more easily defensible because individuals who 
are actively plotting to attack the United States more obviously attract (pre-emptive) defensive action than 
do individuals who merely happen to possess an antipathy towards the United States.”91

Of course, this concern arises as much out of the fact that networks of terrorists threatening the United 
States draw on and cooperate with networks of oppositionists whose concerns are local, sometimes to the 
point where it is difficult to distinguish between the two. Thus, regardless of the means used, engaging 
the former risks expanding conflict to the United States with the latter, who would not otherwise be a 
threat. While this concern is real, it is more a feature of the character of the conflicts the U.S. finds itself in 
rather than the weapon system itself. In fact, it is conceivable that AI-assisted analysis could increase U.S. 
military’s capability of differentiating between these local and transnational networks.92 Having said that, 
the fact of this dynamic suggests the United States should adopt the narrower policy and employ a principle 
of conservatism when pressure to expand targeting to local targets increases. It may be permissible to do 
so; however, there should be a demonstrable relationship between the putative target and any threat to the 
United States.

Humans on the Loop: As noted previously, while human in the loop systems are the least morally risky, they 
can also reduce the benefit from employing AI significantly. To offset that disadvantage, one can put humans 
on the loop, where they monitor the activity of the machine and intervene only to prevent a violation or 
other malfunction. While still potentially limiting the full effectiveness of the machine, this relationship 
has the advantage of maintaining meaningful human control throughout a targeting or other decision cycle. 
However, in addition to the moral hazards associated with human-in-the-loop systems, human-on-the-loop 
systems come with a significant concern of their own.
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When humans are on the loop, they are monitoring the machines behavior and, hopefully, evaluating it 
for appropriateness. To properly evaluate that behavior for appropriateness, however, humans have to 
be able to trust the information they receive. Sometimes that trust can be taken too far and humans may 
inappropriately subordinate their judgment to that of a less capable machine. Moreover, systems do not have 
to be that advanced for that inappropriate subordination to happen.

One of the most often cited examples of this phenomenon is the shoot-down of Iranian Air Flight 655 
airliner by the USS Vincennes in 1988. The USS Vincennes was equipped with the AEGIS air defense 
system which is fully autonomous but has humans monitoring it as it goes through its targeting cycle. 
Humans can override the system at any point in this cycle and, in fact, the system was set to its lowest 
degree of autonomy. The jet’s path and radio signature was consistent with civilian airliners; however, the 
system registered the aircraft as an Iranian F-14, and thus an enemy.93

As Singer retells the event,

 Even though the hard data were telling the human crew that the plane wasn’t a fighter jet,  
 they trusted what the computer was telling them more. Aegis was on semi-automatic mode,  
 but not one of the eighteen sailors and officers on the command crew was willing to  
 challenge the computer’s wisdom. They authorized it to fire. … Only after the fact did the  
 crew members realize that they had accidentally shot down an airliner, killing all 290  
 passengers and crew, including 66 children.94

The difficulty for humans in situations like this is that the complexity of machine “thinking” coupled with 
the pressure to act, especially in combat, disposes them to trust the machine, especially when doing so can 
absolve them of at least some of the responsibility of the action in question. Moreover, as at least one study 
has shown, that trust can emerge independent of the reliability of the machine. One study conducted by 
Korean researchers indicated that the most important factors in human assimilation of DSS systems were: 
institutional pressure, mature information technology infrastructure, and top management support. Quality 
of information, stated the report, had no significant impact on DSS assimilation.95

Thus the concern with human in the loop systems is that even though humans can prevent inappropriate 
machine behavior, often they will not. That counter-intuitive outcome arises from the fact that what the 
machine often presents to the human is a judgment, but the human takes it as fact. This certainly seemed 
to be case in shoot-down of the Iranian airliner. The fact was that there was an aircraft approaching the 
Vincennes, which the system judged was enemy. From the context, specifically the flight path and radio 
signature, the humans on board should have questioned the machine and aborted the attack.96 As machine 
judgments become more complex, this concern is only going to get worse.

This point suggests that operators are going to need to develop sufficient expertise to know what sources 
of bad judgement are. It will also require operators to also adopt a “principle of conservatism,” regarding 
when they should trust the machine without corroborating its output, and limit those times to only what 
is necessary to accomplishing the mission at hand. To facilitate that trust, as Scharre and Horowitz argue, 
designers will have to do their best to ensure the output of AI-systems are “explainable” to at least the 
operator, if not commander.97

The good news here, as Scharre points out, is that the most successful AI-systems will be those that 
rely on human-machine interaction, suggesting the most successful systems will either be human-in-
the-loop or human-on-the-loop systems.98 These systems, which he refers to as “Centaur Systems,” are 
intentionally designed to maximize the speed and accuracy of a hybrid human-machine system in given 
situations. Examples include defensive systems such as the counter-rocket, artillery, and mortar systems 
that autonomously create “do not engage” sectors around friendly aircraft. These systems have a human 
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“fail-safe” to ensure engagements outside those sectors avoid fratricide or harm to civilian aircraft that 
might approach too closely.99

As noted above, such systems pose the least, though still real, concern regarding the responsibility gap and 
dehumanizing warfare. As long as those who employ those systems take care to address conditions that could 
lead to desensitization; rigorously enforce international law regarding the use of force, and conscientiously 
apply a principle of conservatism regarding whom to target as well as when and how to trust machine 
judgments, the employment of AI-systems would be morally permissible. However, there will still be times 
taking full advantage of a system will require the human to be off the loop. Regarding those situations, there 
will still remain concerns regarding whether such use is inherently evil. I will turn to that next.

Humans off the Loop: The difficulty for human-off-the-loop systems, of course, is that once they are 
launched, meaningful human control appears to be lost. However, as noted above, humans exert meaningful 
control in multiple ways, not just in deciding to pull the trigger to act on an AI-system’s advice. Acquisition 
officials, designers, programmers, and manufacturer have opportunities to ensure the system meets the 
highest standards of operational and functional morality. Taking those opportunities, unfortunately, will 
not ensure ethical behavior by the machine any more than the most conscientious drill sergeant will 
ensure ethical behavior of the soldier. Even when all actors in the acquisition process are meeting their 
responsibilities, the complexity of the machine coupled with the complexity of the environment it operates 
in suggests that there will be violations for which it will be impossible to assign blame. It is easy to imagine 
that such situations will incentivize blaming the machine and obscuring the possibility of human error. That 
fact alone should give rise to moral concern.

It is worth noting that in addition to the fact the more successful systems will at least have the possibility of 
meaningful human control, there are few fully autonomous systems operational in combat environments. 
Slaughterbot swarms may be frightening and even technically possible, but so far there have been no actors 
who have employed anything like them. Currently, the Israeli Harpy, and the Chinese knock-off ASN-3-1, 
which is a copy of the Israeli system, are probably the best example of such systems. These systems are 
fully autonomous airborne loitering munitions that once launched orbit in a designated area search for radar 
signals associated with air defense systems. When they detect a signal, they fly into the source, destroying 
it.100 Given the fact that their on-board explosive is relatively small, the chances of collateral harm are low. 
As long as the only radar operating in the area are enemy air defense radars, the Harpy and its variants are 
likely sufficiently discriminate to meet the standards of jus in bello.

However, as discussed above, the drive for autonomous systems suggests states will develop more complex 
systems for more complex environments. The task, then, is to determine what would count as meaningful 
human control in human-off-the-loop systems. At first blush, it may seem impossible to meet such a 
standard since, by definition, there is no human on the loop to offer meaningful control. However, as also 
discussed, humans impart control in a variety of ways throughout the acquisition and employment process. 
The question then is, how do we ensure all those ways give us the kind of control necessary.

The first difficulty that arises is that there is no set standard for meaningful human control that could apply. 
At one extreme, activist groups such as the International Committee for Robot Arms Control argue that 
meaningful human control must entail human operators must have full contextual and situational awareness 
of the target area. They also need sufficient time for deliberation on the nature of the target, the necessity 
and appropriateness of attack, and the likely collateral harms and effects. Finally, they must have the means 
to abort the attack if necessary to meet the other conditions.101

The difficulty with these criteria is that it essentially bans the use of off-the-loop systems. Moreover, it holds 
the systems that it does not ban to a higher standard than non-autonomous weapon systems already in use. 
Rarely in war do soldiers and their commanders have “full contextual and situational awareness of a target 
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area.” Even when they do, soldiers who fire their rifles at an enemy have no ability to prevent the bullet 
from striking wherever they aimed it. It seems odd, then, to ban future weapons based on higher standards 
than the ones current weapons meet.102 It makes less sense when one realizes that some of the capabilities 
that come along with autonomous weapons can set conditions for better moral decision-making.

As discussed previously, a greater reliance on autonomy can result not only in better contextual and 
situational awareness, but also greater deliberation when determining whether to engage a target than 
typically associated with humans. As Heyns, himself an opponent of LAWS, points out, “the increased 
depersonalization in the deployment of force brought about by [autonomous weapons systems] may thus 
lead to greater personalization in targeting outcomes and saving lives or preventing unwarranted injuries.”103 
As previously discussed, there are a host of factors that can make deployment of AI-systems less lethal than 
leaving all the killing or operational decisions to humans.104

These facts, however, do not and cannot fully resolve concerns regarding the responsibility gap and the 
dehumanization of warfare. Moreover, it is not sufficient to say that the better outcomes these machines 
provide permits one to set aside the rights of those negatively affected. Doing so would reduce our ethical 
concerns to those of simple utilitarianism, which justifies any means given a certain ends.105 That outcome is 
something to be avoided.

However, there is at least one good reason to set aside these concerns in favor of employing fully 
autonomous AI-systems. In general, to the extent some act makes someone better off and no one worse off, 
then that act is permissible. As Isaak Applbaum argues, “If a general principle sometimes is to a person’s 
advantage and never is to that person’s disadvantage, then actors who are guided by that principle can be 
understood to act for the sake of that person.”106 Thus, if Arkin and others are right about AI capabilities, 
then as long as their employment does not put any persons at more risk than if those systems were not 
employed, then arguably states are at least permitted, if not obligated, to use them. Because employing 
these systems under such conditions constitutes acting for the sake of those persons, it also counts as a 
demonstration of respect towards those persons, even if the interpersonal relationship Sparrow described is 
mediated, if not broken, by the machine.

One can further close the responsibility gap by paying attention to the circumstances in which AI-systems 
are employed. As previously discussed, command responsibility entails knowledge of what subordinates are 
doing and a responsibility for their actions. However, no commander has perfect knowledge of what his or 
her subordinates are doing, and, despite that fact, a commander can still be responsible for any violations 
those subordinates commit. Thus what matters to commanders is whether they trust those subordinates to 
function ethically and effectively in situations where the possibility of war convention violations arise. So, 
to the extent a commander can trust an AI-system to function at least as ethically and effectively as human 
soldiers, then employment of these systems should be morally permissible.

This bar is not as high as it sounds. Recall that the fact of harms to noncombatants by itself is not a violation 
of the war convention. Such harm only becomes a violation when it is the product of an indiscriminate or 
disproportionate use of force. Regarding DSS systems like Course of Action Display and Evaluation Tool, 
standards for humans should apply to the machine as well. Thus commanders have as much responsibility 
to be able to assess the output of DSS as they do for the output of human planning processes. These points 
suggest that while commanders may not be responsible for every mistake a machine makes, they will have 
to justify their trust in the machine and cease use of that machine when there are reasons to question that 
trust, just as they should for their human subordinates. Requiring commanders to account for this trust will 
help ensure AI-systems do not become an excuse for bad judgment and unaccountable wrong-doing. This 
requirement may not fully close the responsibility gap; however, it probably closes it enough to permit the 
use of human-off-the loop systems under the right conditions.
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As previously discussed, determining what those conditions are requires an adequate understanding of how 
the machine works and more specifically how it will interact with its environment. Guarini and Bello argue 
that military activity occurs in theaters that can be described in terms of spectrums of activity with one end 
populated by combatants and the other populated by non-combatants. In space dominated by combatants, 
the task is to distinguish friend from foe. In space dominated by non-combatants, the task is not only to 
distinguish friend from foe, but also legitimate from illegitimate targets. To the extent friend and foe are 
relatively easily distinguished, autonomous systems will likely be able to perform it better than humans.

In non-combatant dominated space, the task is significantly more difficult, as previously discussed. In these 
“civilian theaters,” where soldiers operate in the same space civilians conduct their daily lives, the tasks for 
AI-systems can be vastly more complicated. In such theaters, almost anything can become a threat, yet the 
preponderance of civilians entails that one cannot assume a threat. Someone carrying a pipe, for example, 
could be a plumber or a bomber.107 To the extent an AI-system would have difficulty sorting through the 
complexities of making that determination, its use would not be permissible.

Thus, generally speaking, the greater combatant domination in a particular theater is, the more trust, all 
other things being equal, commanders may have in the machine. The greater the noncombatant domination, 
the less trust they should have. Determining where that point lies should not only be a matter of human 
judgment, but will also be a judgment for which we will hold humans to account. The uncertainties 
associated with these judgments are certainly complex, but this fact should encourage a conservative 
approach to employing human off-the-loop systems.

Conclusion

What this analysis has shown is that the arguments for considering military AI-systems, even fully 
autonomous ones, mala en se are on shakier ground than those that permit their use. It is possible to reduce, 
if not close, the responsibility gap and demonstrate respect for persons even in cases where the machine is 
making all the decisions. This point suggests that it is possible to align effective AI-systems development 
with our moral commitments and conform to the war convention.

Thus calls to eliminate or strictly reduce the employment of such weapons are off-base. If done right, the 
development and employment of such weapons can better deter war, or failing that, reduce the harms caused 
by war. If done wrong, however, these same weapons can encourage militaristic responses when other non-
violent alternatives were available, resulting in atrocities for which no one is accountable, and desensitizing 
soldiers to the killing they do. To promote the former and avoid the latter, the United States should consider 
the following measures to ensure the ethical employment of these weapon systems. These measures include:

• Work with AI-developing States to Update International Law: As previously discussed, international 
law abhors a vacuum and makes the introduction of any system that mitigates or removes human 
responsibility problematic. On the other hand, many AI-developing states will take advantage of this 
vacuum to maximize the effectiveness of these systems, sometimes, if not often, without regard to the 
moral concerns discussed above. This point suggests the need to update the International Humanitarian 
Law and other applicable international law, to specify standards of responsibility for the employment of 
semi-autonomous and fully autonomous systems. These standards would include something like:

 ˗ Humans in the loop would be fully responsible for the behavior of their systems. That responsibility 
can be mitigated to the extent the human operator relies on AI-driven DSS to make targeting 
decisions. In that case, responsibility for violations could fall to others involved in the procurement 
process. However, operators and commanders would have to be able to justify trust in any facts or 
judgments made by the machine. If that justification is inadequate, then they may be responsible for 
any violations.
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 ˗ Humans on the loop would be responsible for the quality of information and assessment the machine 
provides and responsible for violations in the event inappropriate machine behavior is the result of 
poor quality information or assessment.

 ˗ Humans off the loop will be responsible for ensuring AI-systems are only employed in conditions 
for which they are designed to perform ethically. They are also responsible for monitoring the 
environment and the machine and ceasing operations when conditions changes in a way that sets 
conditions for violations.

• Establish standards for diffusing responsibility. States should establish standards for holding acquisition 
officials, programmers, designers and manufacturers responsible for machine violations. These standards 
will be especially important for fully autonomous systems where conditions for trust by commanders 
and operators are heavily dependent on the procurement side for ensuring that the machine meets 
standards associated with operational and functional morality. Meeting such standards would entail 
accounting for International Humanitarian Law when determining the features of the machine in the 
same way one might incorporate a safety device on a rifle.

• Maintain a reasonably high threshold for use. To ensure employment of AI-systems does not 
inappropriately lower the threshold to violence, states should agree to only employ these systems when 
the conditions of jus ad vim are met. These conditions permit an armed response for acts of aggression 
that fall short of war, but include the other standards of jus ad bellum as well as the requirement to take 
steps to avoid escalation. Jus ad vim also entails an obligation to ensure a high degree of probability that 
the use of force will achieve the desired objective.108

• Specify conditions for employment. Given the different human-machine relationships, states should 
specify conditions for use that ensure meaningful human control and the appropriate trust relationships 
are maintained. Update these standards as the technology evolves to avoid further gaps between 
effective use of AI-systems and moral commitments.

• Regulate AI proliferation. States that develop AI-systems for military use should establish proliferation 
standards similar to the ones the U.S. has established for the proliferation of unmanned aerial vehicles. 
At a minimum, these standards should include a commitment to only employ these systems in conflicts 
that meet the standards of jus ad bellum, and in a manner that meets the standards of jus in bello. 
Moreover, there should be a strong presumption of denial to recipients of the technology who have, in 
the past, been weak on their commitments to these standards.109

• Preserve the Soldier Identity and address conditions that give rise to desensitization and other 
psychological trauma. As the U.S. military becomes more reliant on AI-technology, soldiers will 
experience less risk, but not less trauma. Senior leaders should continue efforts to understand the nature 
of this trauma and take steps to mitigate. Moreover, disconnecting soldiers from the risk will also affect 
how society views and rewards military service. Senior leaders should take steps now to mitigate this 
potential moral hazard. One step could be to rotate AI-system operators in and out of assignments that 
expose them to risks commensurate with the conflict in question. Doing so will prevent the creation of a 
class of “riskless” soldiers and moderate the impact of this technology of civil-military relations.

• Communicate the Principles regarding AI use. Military leaders should develop a communications plan 
to explain the ethical framework for AI use to the public, media, and Congress.110

As Sharkey observes, the heavy manpower requirements with remotely controlled systems will place greater 
pressure to design and employ increasingly autonomous systems.111 This point, coupled with the increased 
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effectiveness these systems afford, suggest the trend towards fully autonomous systems is inevitable. As 
this pressure mounts, commitments to keep humans in and on the loop will be increasingly difficult to keep.  
Fortunately, as the above analysis indicates, it is possible to manage the moral hazards associated with this 
technology to ensure moral commitments to human dignity, the rule of law, and a stable international order 
are met. Doing so may not assuage every Google employee; however, it will ensure that in acquiring these 
systems, the U.S. avoids evil.
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